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THE GAME OF LIFE 
And How to Play It 

Camarillo, CA: DeVorss, 1925 

By Florence Scovel Shinn 

‣ The subconscious mind has no sense of humor and people often joke them-

selves into unhappy experiences. /11 

‣ Why are ye fearful, oh ye of little faith? (Mat. 8:26) 

‣ So let us break all the old bad records in our subconscious mind, the records of 

our lives which we do not wish to keep, and make new and beautiful ones. /14 

‣ We know now, that words and thoughts are a tremendous vibratory force, ever 

moulding man’s body and affairs. /15 

‣ Man must prepare for the things he has asked for, when there isn’t the slightest 

sign of it in sight. /17 

‣ Getting into the spiritual swing of things is no easy matter for the average per-

son. The adverse thoughts of doubt and fear surge from the subconscious. They 

are the ‘army of the aliens’ which must be put to flight. This explains why it is so 

often ‘darkest before the dawn’. /18 

‣ A keen observer of life once said, ‘no man can fail, if some one person sees him 

successful.’ Such is the power of the vision, and many a great man has owed his 
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success to a wife, or sister, or a friend who ‘believed in him’ and held without wa-

vering to the perfect pattern! /21 

‣ Someone has said that courage contains genius and magic. Face a situation fear-

lessly, and there is no situation to face; it falls away of its own weight. /24 

‣ There is an old saying that man only dares use his words for three purposes, to 

‘heal, bless or prosper’. What man says of others will be said of him, and what he 

wishes for another, he is wishing for himself. /25 

‣ If a man wishes someone ‘bad luck’, he is sure to attract bad luck himself. If he 

wishes to aid someone to success, he is wishing and aiding himself to success. /

25 

‣ The body may be renewed and transformed through the spoken word and clear 

vision, and disease be completely wiped out of the consciousness. The meta-

physician knows that all disease has / a mental correspondence, and in order to 

heal the body one must first ‘heal the soul.’ /25-26 

‣ Continual criticism produces rheumatism, as critical, inharmonious thoughts 

cause unnatural deposits in the blood, which settle in the joints. /27 

‣ People often say, ‘why does a little child attract illness, when it is too young even 

to know what is means? I answer that children are sensitive and receptive to the 

thoughts of others about them, and often outpicture the fears of their parents. /

31 

‣ I hard a metaphysician once say, ‘If you do not run your subconscious mind your-

self, someone else will run it for you.’ /31 

‣ ‘Bless your enemy, and you rob him of his ammunition.’ His arrows are transmut-

ed into blessings. /32 

‣ Man can only get the right idea of nonresistance, through spiritual understand-

ing. My students have often said: ‘I don’t want to be a door-mat.’ I reply ‘When 

you use nonresistance with wisdom, no one will ever be able to walk over you.’ /

33 
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‣ That means, agree that the adverse situation is good, be undisturbed by it, and it 

falls away of its own weight. ‘None of these things move me’, is a wonderful af-

firmation. /34 

‣ So we see that man’s work is every with himself. /34 

‣ Thy will be done this day! Today is a day of / completion; I give thanks for this perfect 

day, miracle shall follow miracle and wonders shall never cease. /36-37 

‣ I have a wonderful work, in a wonderful way, I give wonderful service, for won-

derful pay! /37 

‣ ‘His barns shall be full, and his cup should flow over!’ This is God’s idea for man, 

and when man breaks down the barriers of lack in his own consciousness, the 

Golden Age will be his, and every righteous desire of his heart fulfilled!’ /38 

‣ The more man knows, the more he is responsible for, and a person with a knowl-

edge of Spiritual Law, which he does not practice, suffers greatly, in conse-

quence. ‘The fear of the Lord (law) is the beginning of wisdom.’ If we read the 

world Lord, law, it will make many passages in the Bible much clearer. 

‘Vengeance is mine, I will repay, saith the Lord’ (law). It is the law which takes 

vengeance, not God. /40 

‣ Demand the lead, saying, ‘Infinite Spirit, reveal to me the way, let me know if 

there is anything for me to do.’ /66 

‣ ‘Infinite Spirit, open the way for my immediate supply, let all that is mine by di-

vine right now reach me, in great avalanches of abundance.’ (…) ‘Give me a defi-

nite lead, let me know if there is anything for me to do.’ /67 

‣ A woman came to me asking me to ‘speak the word’ for a position. So I demand-

ed: ‘Infinite Spirit, open the way for this woman’s right position.’ Never ask for just 

‘a position’; ask for the right position, the place already planned in Divine Mind, 

as it is the only one that will give satisfaction. /68 
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‣ Indecision is a stumbling-block in many a pathway. / In order to overcome it, 

make the statement, repeatedly, ‘I am always under direct inspiration; I make right 

decisions, quickly.’ /71 

‣ She made this statement, ‘I deny loss, there is no loss in Divine Mind, therefore, I 

cannot lose the two thousand dollars, which belong to me by divine right. ‘As one 

door shuts another door opens.’ /73 

‣ His demand should be: ‘Infinite Spirit, open the way for the Divine Design of my 

life to manifest; let the genius within me now be released; let me see clearly the 

perfect plan.’ /75 

‣ Demand definite leads, and the way will be made easy and successful. /77 

‣ Parents should never force careers and professions upon their children. With a 

knowledge of spiritual Truth, the Divine Plan could be spoken for, early in child-

hood, prenatally. A prenatal treatment should be. ‘The the God in this child have 

perfect expression; let the Divine Design of his mind, body and affairs be made 

manifest throughout his life, throughout eternity.’ / 77 

‣ I have been sometimes asked, ‘Suppose one has several talents, how is he to 

know which one to choose?’ Demand to be shown definitely. Say: ‘Infinite Spirit, 

give me a definitive lead, reveal to me my perfect self-expression, show me 

which talent I am to make use of now.’ /82 

‣ I have known people to suddenly enter a new line of work, and be fully 

equipped, with little or no training. So make the statement: ‘I am fully equipped 

for the Divine Plan of my life’ and be fearless in grasping opportunities. /82 

‣ If one desires a home, friend, position or any other good thing, make the de-

mand for the ‘divine selection’. For example: ‘Infinite Spirit, open the way for my 

right home, my right friend, my right position. I give thanks it now manifests under 

grace in a perfect way.’ 
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‣ The demand should have been worded in this way: ‘Infinite Spirit, I give thanks 

that the one thousand dollars, which is mine by divine right, is now released, and 

reaches me under grace, in a perfect way.’ 

[Denials and Affirmations] 

pp. 94-95 

‣ [For Prosperity] 

God is my unfailing supply, and large sums of money come to me quickly, under 

grace, in perfect ways. 

‣ [For Right Conditions] 

Every plan my Father in heaven has not planned, shall be dissolved and dissipat-

ed, and the Divine Idea now comes to pass. 

‣ [For Faith] 

As I am one with God, I am one with my good, for God is both the Giver and the 

Gift. I cannot separate the Giver from the gift. 

‣ [For Right Conditions] 

Divine Love now dissolves and dissipates every wrong condition in my mind, 

body and affairs. Divine Love is the most powerful chemical in the universe, and 

dissolves everything which is not of itself! 

‣ [For Health] 

Divine Love floods my consciousness with health, and every cell of my body is 

filled with light. 

‣ [For the Eyesight] 

My eyes are God’s eyes. I see with the eyes of spirit. I see clearly the open way; 

there are no obstacles on my pathway. I see clearly the perfect plan. 

‣ [For Guidance] 

I am divinely sensitive to my intuitive leads, and give instant obedience to Thy 

will. 
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‣ [For the Hearing] 

My ears are God’s ears. I hear with the ears of spirit. I am nonresistant and am 

willing to be led. I hear glad tidings of great joy. 

‣ [For Right Work] 

I have a perfect work, in a perfect way. I give perfect service, for perfect pay. 

‣ [For Freedom from all Bondage] 

I cast this burden on the Christ within, and I go free!


